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By Sophia Grace Brownlee

Orchard Books. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Shelagh
McNicholas (illustrator). Hardcover. 40 pages. Dimensions:
11.3in. x 9.1in. x 0.3in.The precocious cousins from the ELLEN
show host a princess tea party!Following their breakout
performance of Nicki Minajs Super Bass on the ELLEN show,
Sophia Grace and Rosie became YouTube sensations. After
appearing numerous times on ELLEN, the girls have resonated
with large audiences by dressing up in pink tutus and living out
young girls princess fantasies! These precocious cousins have
charmed Ellen, her studio audiences, and millions of YouTube
viewers with their British accents, delightful banter, princess
dresses, singing and dancing talents, tea parties, and more!In
TEA TIME WITH SOPHIA GRACE AND ROSIE, the cousins plan a
tea party with lots of pink, glitter, chocolate, and cotton candy.
Each one is allowed to invite one guest--and they invite each
other! Ultimately, the most fun part of the tea party is sitting
around eating sweets and having girl talk. The book will
feature photos of the girls as well as dazzling illustrations by
Shelagh McNicholas. Plus, young girls will love the tips for how
to host a tea party! This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN....
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This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just e ortlessly can get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Feder ico Nola n-- Feder ico Nola n

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n V on-- Stefa n V on
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